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HOME NEWS
Keeping a keen eye on safety
By the HSE team
Dear colleagues,
Avoiding HSE events is our top priority
during our operations. As you can see
from the table, we have reached
outstanding LTI free days in our fleet:
the next vessel to be celebrated with
5 years LTI free is the Saipem 10000
and the Saipem 12000 reached 7
years LTI free in July 2019.
Outstanding LTI free performances
are also recorded by Perro Negro 7,
Perro Negro 5, Scarabeo 7, TAD &
Scarabeo 9.

RIGS
PERRO NEGRO 4
PERRO NEGRO 5
PERRO NEGRO 7
PERRO NEGRO 8
SCARABEO 5
SCARABEO 7
SCARABEO 8
SCARABEO 9
SAIPEM 10000
SAIPEM 12000
SAIPEM TAD

LTI FREE YEARS

4 Years and 9 Months
9 Years and 8 Months
10 Years and 9 Months
3 Years and 10 Months
2 Years and 10 Months
7 Years and 3 Months
0 Years and 3 Months
7 Years and 4 Months
4 Years and 11 Months
7 Years and 1 Months
11 Years and 3 Months

Despite the good LTI free performances, we are still suffering of others
HSE recordable events, even if trivial ones, that are penalizing our good
performances. Our focus needs to be on manual handling affecting hands
injuries, slips, trips & falls events which are still recorded despite the
various training and assessment performed.
Drops and dropped objects are still recorded and their potentiality is still
alarming and scaring with their potentiality to materialize in a fatality
events.
We encourage all the personnel onboard to take a personal commitment
being a leader onboard, intervening if the situation is perceived as
potential risk factor or a source of potential injury or near misses for our
co-workers.
Best regards and have a safe day!
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HOME NEWS
Scarabeo 5 is back to life!
By Francesca Fusco, Vessel Asset Manager

Reactivation of Scarabeo 5 has always
been kept in strong consideration and
finally last May she was awarded a
contract to be ready on short notice. The
great opportunity and the huge challenge
in front of us were immediately clear.
She is going to enter into operation in
Angola, Offshore Soyo in October to
perform control of a well in production.
For the first time in her long and
prosperous life, she will be working
outside the Norwegian Continental Shelf.
In order to control the well production,
IWOC System, chemical injection system
for various inhibitor and methanol
injection system were installed as well the
modification of the low and high pressure
mud system to be able to pump diesel oil
in the preservation line installed by
Saipem Offshore E&C Division.
Scarabeo 5 was in cold stack for almost
two years in Florø; the rig was completely
shut off and unmanned. Thanks to a great
farsighted decision, all machineries were
put under preservation and all areas
dehumidified.

To be continued in the next page

Scarabeo 5 leaving Florø
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HOME NEWS

In addition to the usual and well known
challenge of the 5 years recertification,
various other activities were carried
out: a full rig reactivation plus
engineering, prefabrication and
construction of the modifications
required to comply with the new scope
of work.
Just to give an idea of the challenge,
the rig was manned with a new crew on
a very short schedule.
Some key dates:
On 8th July 2 crew members were on
board;
On 19th August Scarabeo 5 Diesel
Scarabeo 5 Diesel Generator running and bus tie closed
Engine was running again after almost
two years;
On 31st August Automation and DP test
started;
From 4th to 19th September the Rig sailed self-propelled under her own power
and propulsion from Florø to Las Palmas.
As for the modification required by the new scope of work, this is an ongoing
activity as the specific task Scarabeo 5 will perform in operation has never
been done with a drilling rig but always performed by dedicated vessel built
for the scope instead.
The schedule and the challenge given by the client require procurement and
construction to start together with engineering without this being completed,
that has been an additional dare!
Scarabeo 5 is now on her way to Angola ready to return back in business!
Good Luck!
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ONBOARD NEWS
Unforgettable memories of Scarabeo 5
By Erlend Sandnes, Drilling Superintendent
My first meeting with Scarabeo 5 was in
Genova. The shipyard was still performing
the last construction works in combination
with the sea trials when the first
Norwegian crew arrived in February 1990.
We met a very hectic environment: the
construction works were almost finished
and the acceptance tests were about to
start. More than 400 people from
Fincantieri and other subcontractors were
still eating and sleeping on board. During
this phase we were not allowed to operate
any equipment since the rig was still under
Fincantieri’s control, but we got familiar
with the area and the various systems and
noted down all relevant information for
later use. We were all impressed by the rig
size and the state-of-the-art equipment:
top drive, Crown Mounted Compensator,
BOP Mux system and the DP Class 3 system
were all quite new inventions in the oil
industry in 1990. During the first trip
onboard we “worked” only eight hours per
day.
We had no place to spend the free time except the small cabins where we had the
opportunity to get to know each other and sometimes organize nice parties. The
“teambuilding” weeks in Genova certainly laid the foundation for the success we
later experienced in the operation: the Italians and the Norwegians learned to
know and respect each other, and despite all the difference in culture we became
like a family!
When the rig reached Norway in the spring of 1990, the first job was with Saga
Petroleum, a small Norwegian oil company. At that time training was mainly “on
the job” and thanks to the “team spirit” earned in Genova, and to a skilled crew,
our first wells was a great success.
venerdì 27 settembre 2019
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ONBOARD NEWS
The Client was very satisfied and happy with the performance after the first year
of operation. In the summer of 1991 the rig sailed to Stavanger to be upgraded for
the upcoming drilling and completion phase on the Snorre field. During the
Stavanger stay, Saga Petroleum arranged a legendary barbeque party for all in
appreciation of the great achievement made in the first contract year. I think that
everybody who attended this party can still remember it with joy. The fact that
the top management mingled and partied with the crew very much strengthens
the feeling of belonging to the same team. I would like to recall that Norway
managed to beat Italy three times in football on that same day. The national
teams played in Oslo and the national junior teams played in Stavanger. Norway
surprisingly won both matches! Saga Petroleum organized and borrowed with a
local sport club football field where we played a match between the Italian crew
and the Norwegian crew. Against all odds the Norwegians won! During the Saga
period, Scarabeo 5 set many records in drilling, some of which still stand today:
the drilling of 36”holes and the batch setting of 30” conductor pipe on the Snorre
UPA template where the campaign developed into a competition between the
different crews. Even the meal and coffee brakes were sometime skipped to beat
the other crews. The fastest crew managed to drill the 36” hole and set and
cemented the 36” conductor pipe in just 18 hours, where the original time
planner estimated approx. 96 hours. I can also mention the first deep water well
drilled on the Gjallar field in the Norwegian sea. The water depth was 1,351 m
and the well was drilled from spud to TD at 4,097 m in just 35 days without any
incidents. The pity was that the well was dry and this project was the end of Saga
Petroleum as an independent oil company. Later several other deepwater wells for
Norsk Hydro and BP came: the deepest in 2002 at 1,717 m water depth, still the
deepest water depth drilled from a floater on the NCS. Another achievement
worth mentioning is the drilling and completion of the Kristin HPHT field for
Statoil in the Norwegian Sea. This was a HPHT oil and gas field with extreme
pressures and temperatures of 912 bar and 170°C in the almost 5,000 m deep
reservoir. Scarabeo 5 drilled and completed twelve producing wells and a couple
of injectors and tied them back to the manifold of the Kristin Production Platform.
To be continued in the next page
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ONBOARD NEWS
This field was the most challenging HPHT field
so far drilled from a floating rig in the world.
Before the drilling campaign started, there was
a great concern in the industry if it would be
possible to drill this reservoir in a safe way from
a floating rig The Scarabeo 5 crew proved it
possible and made a new benchmark of HPHT
drilling!. It is also worth mentioning that the
crew performed this challenging task without
any well control incidents at all! In my opinion,
an amazing result considering the very tight
operating limits and the complexity of the
operation! After the Kristin HPHT campaign we
also drilled several other HPHT wells in nearby
fields! Scarabeo 5 continued to operate for Saga
Petroleum up to 2000 when the company was
merged with Norsk Hydro which again merged
with Statoil in 2007 and Scarabeo 5 became
Statoil`s preferred rig. A long and good
relationship with Statoil ended in 2017 when
Scarabeo 5 was hit by the decline in the market
and went into coldstack in Florø Harbour!
Scarabeo 5 is well known for its large capacity and good lay-out. It also has a
reputation and ability to operate in rough weather long after other rigs has stopped
to work. The rig has always operated with a crew of mixed nationalities. Except for
a few Italians in key positions the drill crew mainly consisted of Norwegians right
from the beginning. The technical, the marine and also part of the catering crew
have mainly consisted of Italians up to the last years, but also many Norwegians
used to cover, and these positions and a few crew members were of British origin.
Italians and Norwegian managed to keep a friendly and good atmosphere as the
Norwegians used to value the Italian cuisine and the Italians used to appreciate the
company of pretty Norwegian catering girls! As a result, Scarabeo 5 has a
reputation for being a “happy rig”.
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ONBOARD NEWS
Many times I heard people saying as soon
as they set foot on deck they felt included
in the “family. I feel that the good
working environment and the friendly tone
between the management and crew has
been a force for the operation and of great
value to the rig and the company an that it
has contributed to keep the sickleave low
compared to other rigs, too! feel great
sadness to see “my home away from
home” leaving Norway after 30 years .
After spending my best years here, I will
miss the rig and most of all, my many good
friends and colleagues which I have had
the pleasure to work with. No doubt, I will
walk down the “memory lane” many, many
times in the coming years!
I have had the pleasure of meeting many
new crew members mustering the rig in
Florø. They have all made a good
impression to me and seem to be very
skilled and professional people. I am
confident that the rig will be in the best
hands also in the time to come.
I want to wish the rig and the new crew
the best of luck under Africa`s sun!
Bon Voyage!
Scarabeo 5, thanks for a wonderful time
and for many good memories!
Erlend Sandnes has worked in offshore drilling since 1977 and with Saipem since February 1990.
He was born in Valldal a small community in the west part of Norway and still lives there with his lovely
family: wife, one daughter, two sons and five grandchildren.
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SAIPEM OFFSHORE DRILLING
Status and progress
Presence update @ August 2019
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SAIPEM 12000
LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG
Current operating Country/Client:
South Africa / Sailing toward
Mozambique

Safety (at 31.08.2019)
LTI free: 2611 days
Monthly ShocCards: 1321

Working on a rig is more than a job, it’s…
 A guarantee for the future of the family
Specials for the month
 A 5-stars campaign
 A life saving rules campaign

Rig floor

Rig mechanics in the workshop

General safety meeting

Funny moment with the climber
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SAIPEM 10000
LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG
Current operating Country/Client:
Egypt - Petrobel

Safety (at 31.08.2019)
LTI free: 1808 days
Monthly ShocCards: 1124

Working on a rig is more than a job, it’s…
 A challenge, that only those who have passion and wish to grow can win
Specials for the month
 A great number on SHOC reporting
 A 6-month BOP maintenance

X-Tree landed on deck

BOP Ready to Run

Team Building with Drilling and Marine

Installing a new cable on the Derrick
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SCARABEO 9
LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG
Current operating Country/Client:
CYPRUS

Safety (at 31.08.2019)
LTI free: 2683 days
Monthly ShocCards: 534

Working on a rig is more than a job, it’s…
 Collaboration between different nationalities and culture
Specials for the month
 Preparations for the derrick split
 Rig move
 General maintenance

Scarabeo 9 passage through the Bosphorus with the Blue
Mosque on background

Newly organized and rearranged mechanical workshop

Marine dept. with contractor company (DSL) preparing
to split Derrick

Subcontractor toolbox talk inspection before job start
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SCARABEO 8
LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG
Current operating Country/Client:
Norway / Vår Energy

Safety (at 31.08.2019)
LTI free: 113 days
Monthly ShocCards: 1521

Working on a rig is more than a job, it’s…
 Sharing satisfactions and challenges with colleagues and friends
Specials for the month:
Received a letter of appreciation from Vår Energy Management for the
excellent rig performance to RIH completion screens and for gravel pack
operation

Drilling crew at catwalk area – Handling tubulars

Deck hand carrying lifting slings

Driving fork lift at drill floor heavy tool store

Aux rig – Rigging up casing tong
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SCARABEO 7
LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG
Current operating Country/Client:
INDONESIA / ENI INDONESIA

Safety (at 31.08.2019)
LTI free: 2662 days
Monthly ShocCards: 1336

Working on a rig is more than a job, it’s…
 Attracting, acquiring, developing and retaining high-performing talent
of the employee in safety not only onboard but also at home. We
believe in team work and in one community.
 If you cannot do great things, do small things in a great way.
Specials for the month:
Rig down all third party and client equipment's in a safe way. Thanks to all
Scarabeo 7 crew for the best performance

Final match of soccer table turnament

Drill crew after «last» BOP recovery

Marine and drilling crew with their Foreman, responsible
for safe unmooring operations

Bridge crew involved in unmooring and towing
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PERRO NEGRO 8
LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG
Current operating Country/Client:
UAE/ADNOC

Safety (at 31.08.2019)
LTI free: 1407 days
Monthly ShocCards: 1181

Working on a rig is more than a job, it’s…
 It’s a place to learn from sharing experiences, best practices and lessons
learned from incidents. Enhances compliance with our HSE systems and
procedures and creates safety culture responsibility among others.
Specials for the month:
 Safety Marshall campaign continues for the entire operation to ensure
precautions and safety procedures being carried out.
 Heat Stress campaign to continue for the entire summer season preventing
any incidents related to Heat Stroke
 Dropped Object campaign started making sure no related dropped incident
occurs

Crew arranging jumbo bag

Crew arranging chemicals

Crew offloading chemicals

Crew Disconnecting 2-7/8’’ DP
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PERRO NEGRO 7
LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG
Current operating Country/Client:
Saudi Arabia / ARAMCO

Safety (at 31.08.2019)
LTI free: 3950 days
Monthly ShocCards: 739

Working on a rig is more than a job, it’s…
 …looking on day by day challenges with professionalism and cooperation
Specials for the month:
 Birthday celebration of Rig Superintendent & Barge Master sharing
captured moment with friends and family at home.

Rig Superintendent’s Birthday

Delicious food prepared for EID celebration

Barge Master’s Birthday «just a litle bit Alex»

Barge Master’s Birthday
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PERRO NEGRO 5
LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG
Current operating Country/Client:
Saudi Arabia / ARAMCO

Safety (at 10.9.2019)
LTI free: 3558 days
Monthly Shoc Cards: 150

Working on a rig is more than a job, it’s…
 A target to meet client expectation with focus on HSE through a team
work
Specials for the month:
 To Get the “grandfather” PN5 ready for the upcoming sidetrack
operation

Checking IQ of employee, to perform the job more safely...

Safety talker explaining 5 stars tools to the crew during PTM

The painting job is ongoing...

The roughnecks in action during RIH
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PERRO NEGRO 4
LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG
Current operating Country/Client:
EGYPT / PETROBEL

Safety (at 31.08.2019)
LTI free: 1752 days
Monthly ShocCards: 458

Working on a rig is more than a job, it’s…
 Staying with a second family

Camp Boss checking the food provision

Bosun taking inventory in the workshop

HSE Officer and supervisor preparing PTW and JSA before
the job start

Playing table soccer
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PIONEER
LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG
Current operating Country/Client:
MEXICO / ENI

Safety (at 31.08.2019)
LTI free: 175 days
Monthly ShocCards: 804

Working on a rig is more than a job, it’s…
 An understanding family
 A commitment to Safety, so you can go back home to your family safe
and sound
 An Adventure, a Lifestyle
Specials for the month:
 Training by the Site Doctor
 Hands free tools

First Aid Training- room section

First Aid Training- practice section

Need a lift, better with Hands free tools (part1)

Need a lift, better with Hands free tools (part2)
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TAD
LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG
Current operating Country/Client:
Lay up / Boscongo Jetty Point Noire
(Congo)

Safety (at 31.08.2019)
LTI free: 4115 days
Monthly ShocCards:

Working on a rig is more than a job, it’s…
 …a challenge to be always a step ahead
Special for the month:
 General maintenance

Fender Installation

Remember...use always PPE

Main Deck beams

Fire Exercise
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HOME & ONBOARD NEWS

We are glad to announce that the following colleagues have recently
joined the Offshore Drilling:

At Saipem SpA:
Valerio Vodola as Assets Maintenance Engineer
Matteo Sala as Drilling Proposal Engineer
Davide Venturini as Assistant Driller
Annalisa Vendrame as Drilling Equipment Engineer
Stefano Brambilla as Drilling Equipment Engineer
Nuccio Ivan Caruso as Assistant Driller
Fulvio De Paola as Assistant Driller
Moreno Colombero as Drilling Equipment Engineer
Alessio Cuccu as Drilling Equipment Engineer
Roberto Villa as Buyer
Lorenzo Di Luca as Assets Maintenance Engineer
Matteo Giovanni Monti as Drilling Equipment Engineer
Rosario Incorvaia as Assistant Driller
Alessio Strabace as Assistant Driller

At Saipem Misr for Petroleum Services:
Mostafa Sahmoud as Buyer

We wish them all good luck in the new job!
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Share your ideas at DROF Internal Communication
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